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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW   
6 February 2019 
 
LUCAS HERBERT 
 
 
MODERATOR:  Well, terrific to see you, Lucas.  I think it's a year since I've sat beside you 
when you were speaking of your aspirations of what to do, and what a fantastic year you had 
last year, moved 200 points up in the rankings, and every time I pick up a paper it seems 
there's something about you in it.  How's it been this year for you?  
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, the last four months have been pretty flat out really, to be 
honest.  I was just sort of traveling around the world wherever I could get a start and get into 
a tournament.  Yeah, mostly reaped the benefits of that, which is nice.  It means this year I 
can sort of play a bit more of a schedule that I can pick and I can obviously come back and 
play like this, the Vic Open and next week in Perth and play more golf in Australia, which is 
what we always like to do, us Australian golfers. 
 
MODERATOR:  And how did you find Europe?  Was it a bit of a shock to you or was it -- you 
know, you played there a bit before, but this year you spent so much more time there. 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it was good.  I'd never even really traveled to Europe.  I had 
been to the U.K. once, but I had sort of never really been to Europe before.  Just getting to 
experience Sweden and Prague and all these wonderful exotic places for work was pretty 
cool.  Enjoyed my time over there.  I mean, hopefully I get to play lots more events in the 
future on the European Tour and see more of the world over there. 
 
MODERATOR:  2019, you've got it a little bit planned out now, but I suppose the 
whole -- the tournaments and playing better and I know that you're in the rankings perhaps 
for the Presidents Cup.  What would that mean to you to get into the Presidents Cup?  
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it's pretty cool.  I mean, we sort of throw it out there as a bit of a 
laugh last year like, hey, how cool would it be if we made the Presidents Cup team, and it 
seems to becoming more and more realistic the longer we go on.   
 
Yeah, I think it's all on me, (inaudible) the captain's pick there, so it's all down to whether I 
can play well enough to put myself on that team or not.  But, I mean, it would be 
unbelievable to play, especially given right now I live about a kilometer from the golf course.  
It would be unbelievable to play Royal Melbourne, a course I've played a lot on up growing 
up, especially against those Americans right now who are as strong as ever really on that 
team.  I think that would be really cool.   
 
I was thinking about the other day, like I carried the boards around, you know, the 
scoreboards that you sort of carry around in the groups, I carried that for Jeff Ogilvy on the 
Sunday match against Bill Haas when it was -- 2011 when it was in Melbourne last time.  
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Yeah, it would be pretty cool to play under him as a vice captain.  It would be pretty cool to 
play on that team if I was to get involved. 
 
MODERATOR:  What's your game like at the moment?  
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it's pretty good.  Came back pretty well after a nice break over 
Christmas, which was good to recharge the batteries.  Yeah, I felt like Abu Dhabi and Dubai 
I probably played a little better than scores really indicated in the end.  Hopefully I can 
continue that form into this week and next week.  Yeah, give myself a good chance to be up 
near the lead and back in front of the cheering crowds. 
 
MODERATOR:  In Dubai there was a little bit of a mix-up there or a little bit of a -- or was it 
Abu Dhabi? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Dubai, yeah. 
 
MODERATOR:  Yeah, yeah.  That was just a learning curve, just one of those things? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah.  I mean, a lot more got made out of it than probably what it 
needed to be really. 
 
It was -- I had probably a little bit of a misunderstanding of the rules probably from my 
interpretation and then also probably a little bit of carelessness.  Obviously not getting down 
and moving some loose impediments with my hand.  Yeah, carelessly scraping away with a 
club.  Obviously learned my lesson pretty nicely there, a two-shot penalty cost me quite a bit 
of cash and World Ranking points, which I need for the Presidents Cup team.  Yeah, I would 
like to think I probably won't do that one again anytime too soon. 
 
MODERATOR:  I'm sure you won't, but I think with everything, you've got a great following 
now for the good, bad and the ugly, and that's all part of it, isn't it?  
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it's been good.  I mean, I probably expected worse backlash 
from it when I saw the clip on TV, it looked pretty bad.  So yeah, I mean, definitely on Twitter 
with inside the ropes with all those guys and all my, you know, fans, supporters, everyone in 
Australia, everyone really got behind me well.  Yeah, I felt like for the majority for the most 
part everyone supported me really well.  Obviously getting good feedback on the rest of the 
event that I played, which was, yeah, pretty good golf. 
 
MODERATOR:  That's terrific.  Questions, please? 
 
Q.  So with the Presidents Cup in mind, where do you think your rankings got to sort 
of get to to secure your spot and how do you get there? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  That's a good question.  I don't know what it's going to -- in terms of 
world ranking, I'm not sure what it will have to get to.  Obviously it's got to be in the top eight 
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point scores, I think it's from August last year to November this year, something along those 
lines.   
 
But I follow a guy on Twitter who posts like weekly updates of where it's at, so I always know 
where I'm at in those rankings.  I think, yeah, I've just got to keep an eye on that, but if I keep 
winning points, I think I'm going to be trending the right way on that list. 
 
Q.  And sort of in a year you've risen pretty quickly for you, which is great.  Have you 
gone from sort of thinking you're good enough to compete at the very top to now sort 
of knowing you can do it? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, I think it's a bit of a combination.  Obviously playing with Jason 
at the Australian Open 2017 for the weekend and that was the biggest learning experience 
for me.  I got to see what his game is like and how mine stacked up against it, and I think 
that gave me a lot of confidence and matured me quite a bit. 
 
But then definitely the past year in Europe I've been able to obviously get a lot more 
experience, play a lot more events and see what kind of worked week in and week out, 
different preparation techniques and which part of my team or which parts of my team are 
really valuable assets to me each week, be it my swing coach Dominic, mental coach Jamie, 
or my physio Simone. Yeah, it's finding the best balance of them being out there and, you 
know, how much rest am I getting versus how much practice I'm doing.  Obviously get more 
experience to do that, so I've had a bit more ability to work out what's going to make me play 
well week in and week out. 
 
Q.  Given the strategy you've taken in the last 12 months, does that change your 
expectations for what you can do here this week?  
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  I nearly won in 2017, just finished off badly in the last four holes.  Other 
than that, I was right there and probably had a really good chance to win realistically.  I 
mean, and I think back to then, I was a pretty different golfer, I think.  I made a lot of big 
changes and big steps since then, but then obviously the event's grown as well.  Being a 
European Tour event now, we've got some pretty good players here this week.   
 
I mean, you expect to -- to answer your question, you expect to win every week, don't you?  
You expect to go out there and play well and give yourself a chance to win every week.  I 
think sometimes if your form's good, maybe be a bit more realistic, but I think you turn up 
every week trying to win, especially when you come home to an event in Australia, it's a 
great chance to put the first win on the resume.  So that's where my expectations are at this 
week. 
 
Q.  How about expectation from the outside, do you think you're perceived differently 
from the other competitors given what you've done? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  I haven't really asked them too much.  I guess from when I was, you 
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know, four, five years ago when I was still an amateur or I just turned pro, definitely guys that 
were playing full-time schedules overseas, I guess you could call them threats or whatever.  
Definitely they caught your attention when you saw their name in the draw or they started 
moving up the leaderboard on Saturday or Sunday.  They definitely were guys that you had 
to keep an eye on.   
 
I hope, I hope more people are worried about me being on the leaderboard and being up 
there, but it's not really something I can control.  It's more, I think, more inner confidence for 
me is going to do more for my golf than what I can do to anyone else by intimidation factor 
out there. 
 
Q.  Just a follow-up from that, Lucas.  We're talking about the Presidents Cup and 
following your mate on Twitter and obviously the expectation or hopes to get into the 
top-50 to get to Augusta as well, that sort of thing.  How do you balance those sort of 
goals with now just the round by round, shot by shot sort of -- focusing on the shot 
by shot when you know you have the potential to be in contention a lot more? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, I guess (inaudible) about how we go about it, but you've 
probably sort of got three levels of goals.  You've got long-term, want to make the Presidents 
Cup team this year, you want to be top-50 in the world, you want to be hopefully in major 
championships or five, 10 years or however long it might be.   
 
But you've kind of got to break those down into a lot more processes that start from the 
ground level and start by what I'm going to do this afternoon or how we get ready for 
tomorrow morning's round.  I think if you -- because making the Presidents Cup team can 
seem -- it's big, it's almost scary, to be honest, to think that you're going to be on that team.  
But if you just kind of break it down to the day-by-day goals and work it out, it's actually 
pretty achievable really if I just nail the process every day and just go about doing my thing 
and doing it the best I can and giving it the best that I can do.  If I just sort of go about that, 
the rest kind of takes care of itself and it just sort of happens without you really having to 
think about it or do too much extra or out of the ordinary really. 
 
Q.  Just a follow-up to that, this week being sort of a home event but sort of -- sort of 
a bit low key, a bit relaxed and the chance to slip into that relaxed mode as well in the 
pro-am I believe you made your caddie carry the bag (inaudible) hole.  Is there risk of 
slipping into that relaxation mode, or is it now that you're here, you're playing, you're 
in tournament mode? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  I'm someone who's -- I'll compete with you and have a race down the 
stairs if that's what we're going to be competing for.  I'm very competitive in everything I do.  
So as much as it can be a relaxed environment out there, and obviously spectators around 
going to engage a lot more with the players hopefully and, you know, the -- I guess the vibe 
of the event, I'm still competing out there and I'm still here to win.   
 
So I don't think I'll have to check myself too much in getting too relaxed out there.  
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Sometimes getting relaxed can be pretty good, too.  So I think find that right buzz and it 
might help me out there with being in a relaxed environment, too. 
 
Q.  Lucas, just on the event, I mean, it's sort of -- you've probably seen it grow as 
much as anyone recently.  It has an amazing history, doesn't it?   
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, it's good obviously to get the LPGA Tour involved as well as the 
European Tour.  Shows how big the event's gotten.  I played in 2013, which I believe was 
the first year it was down here, and I don't recall what the prize purse was but I can tell you it 
was a lot smaller than it is now.  150, there you go.   
 
So it's good coming back here every year.  Obviously no flights to go to get to this one, so a 
really home event not only in Australia, but in my home state and basically my backyard.  I 
mean, it's great to see it get this big and see the progression of it.  Obviously bigger, better 
names coming out every year.  It's awesome to see little old Victoria getting bigger and 
bigger with our state Open. 
 
Q.  And this is not any relation, but the new rules, how do you think they're going? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, to answer the question you weren't going to ask anyway, it 
wasn't a new rule that I had an issue with anyway.   
 
But yeah, it's just a lot.  It's a lot -- like it was a lot of rules to change that actually had a quite 
of lot effect on everyone, which has been the difficult thing.  Like I had to re-drop in Abu 
Dhabi because I just went straight to the shoulder height drop and it was, oh.  There's so 
many things to think about that you're always kind of like, am I doing the right thing?   
 
Also, it still feels weird tapping down spike marks and all that sort of stuff.  Yeah, I think a lot 
of them are common sense and I think the good thing about the rules, the changes anyway, 
is that they affected more social level or club level golf where it's going to speed up rounds 
leaving the flag sticks in and these sorts of things.  It's going to make the rules a lot simpler 
for people picking up the game.   
 
I think a lot of these flag sticks, leaving the flagstick in or out has probably almost made the 
game more complex at tour level because you've got one guy leaving the flag in and the 
next guy wants it out, and to tap in, the next guy wants it back in and they want to readjust it 
to make sure it's perfectly centered.   
 
Yeah, I think especially, and the one that we've seen a lot lately is the caddies lining up.  I 
mean, on the men's tour I can't remember ever seeing anyone getting lined up by their 
caddie, but just the caddie being in the position is considered lining up now.  Everyone's 
going to have their opinion on that rule and I think it's been pretty harsh obviously with 
Haotong dropping quite a lot of money on and quite a lot of world ranking points in Dubai.  It 
seems pretty harsh on something that realistically wasn't having an effect.   
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So personally I would love to see that rule rewritten so it's a bit more relaxed and it literally is 
picking up caddies that are lining up their players and not ones that are just in the wrong 
place at the wrong time.  Yeah, broadly for the game I think it's a step in the right direction, 
for sure. 
 
Q.  Are you putting with the flag in at all or sometimes, and what are you seeing with 
other pros out there as far as whether they're putting with the flag in or not?  Seems 
like a lot of them are doing it. 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Personally, no, I like to still -- I know the research says that the ball 
should drop more than -- like if it's going at a quick speed, it will bounce out if there's no flag, 
but if there is a flag, it will hit and drop.  So it's more beneficial to have the flag in.   
 
But I felt like I'm seeing so many chip shots that I'm like, oh, that's in, but then it hits the flag 
and lips out that it's almost like the only time I'm putting with the flag in is if you got a tap-in 
from this far and it's just an easygoing tap-in.  Even then I'm still a little bit like, don't hit this 
too hard because it could bounce out with the flag, you know?   
 
So I think mentally I sort of get a little bit touchy in trying to just die it into the hole if I see the 
flag in the hole, especially, too, given I've practiced for 23 years with the flag out, so I don't 
see a reason really to change now.   
 
I think the general consensus on tour would be most of the changes from outside 20 feet, 
guys are leaving it in, just more of a visual thing, the caddie doesn't have to stand there on 
someone else's line or anything like that.  Obviously a few guys like Bryson are putting with 
it in from three feet, from six feet.  I haven't seen too many, though, that are doing it like he 
is, though. 
 
Q.  Lucas, back here this week, because you're so shy with the crowds, does this 
tournament with no ropes play into your hands more than others? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  I don't know that -- I don't know that having no ropes up is going to 
have a five-shot difference from someone who prefers it to someone who doesn't.  I think it 
might be -- it might keep you relaxed enough that it saves a shot here and there.  Hopefully 
we don't have any incidents with people abusing sort of the freedom of being able to walk 
wherever they like and get up close and personal with the players. 
 
So I don't know about that having too much of an effect on my golf personally.  I would say 
the course setting up for me quite well would probably have more of a benefit than being no 
ropes up. 
 
Q.  I guess rather could potentially disadvantage others more than you? 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Yeah, I think we're starting to leave the days now of tour pros getting 
too sort of caught up in things that don't really affect them.  I think guys are a lot more just 
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happy to, you know, just walk wherever you want.  I think the younger generation that's 
starting to get on tour now are probably tending to favour that whereas there's not as many I 
guess old-schoolers that are really sticklers to old traditions with etiquette and everything like 
that.  Through lines are sort of the best example for that, guys don't really care about that 
anymore whereas from what I understand 20, 30 years ago that was a bone that was picked 
with everyone.   
 
So, I mean, the tournament sort of suits a younger generation now, I guess, which there 
seems to be a lot of out here.  I don't know that it's going to suit me any more specifically 
than it will the younger audience, the younger playing group that are out here playing on 
tour. 
 
MODERATOR:  Any more questions, ladies and gentlemen?  No?  Thank you, Lucas. 
 
LUCAS HERBERT:  Thank you. 
 


